ATTN: WINNER

We are pleased to inform you of the lottery result winners of YAHOO/WINDOWS LIVE 2012 lottery International E-mail program. Your email address attached to ticket number: 846478-984 with Serial number: AS-7776/12 drew the lucky numbers: 98-78-56-09-48 (bonus no.4), which subsequently won you the lottery in the 2nd category with Batch Number: Mfi/11/Apa-43658 and Reference Number: 2011234522. You are therefore to receive a cash prize of £1,885,518.00 (One Million Eight Hundred and Eighty-Five Thousand, Five Hundred and Eighteen British Pounds)

This Lottery was promoted and sponsored by YAHOO & WINDOWS LIVE HOTMAIL. Selection process was carried out through random selection of all active email subscribers drawn from all the continents of the world to encourage our prominent Microsoft Internet Explorer users. No ticket was sold but all email addresses were assigned to different ticket numbers for representation and privacy.

Claim and Payment of Prize

1. Winners are to be paid in accordance with his/her Settlement Centre. This Prize Award must be claimed in not later than 30 working days from date of draw notification after which unclaimed prizes are cancelled.
2. Winners are warned to keep winning information from the public until winning prize is finally credited into his/her designated account. This is important as a case of double claims will not be entertained.

WINNER NO: 24689
These are your winning identification numbers:-
Batch Number: Mfi/11/Apa-43658
Reference Number: 2011234522
Award File Security code: UK/+0018009/US/ M/Y
Amount won: £1,885,518.00

You are required immediately to contact our nominated claim agent in The UK on the following email address: claimagentext2@gmail.com (Overseas Claims/Yahoo Exchange Unit) with the above winning identification numbers for processing of your prize claim. Payment of your winning will be made through our nominated paying bank upon final endorsement.

Congratulations once again on your winnings!!!
Kind regards,
Mr. J. Hanson
[Promotions Manager]

Approved and Licensed by the International Association of Lotteries (IAL).